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Scope

This specification addresses the need for a standardized naming schema for biological entities in the Life Sciences
domains, the need for a service assigning unique identifiers complying with such naming schema, and the need for a
resolving service that specifies how to retrieve the entities identified by such naming schema from repositories.
NOTE: Needs to be completed by the FTF. (This is the first paragraph from the RFP’s Introduction.

2

Conformance

The normative parts of this specification are:
• Platform independent model expressed in the attached XML file created according XMI format rules, v1.0.
• Platform specific model for Web Services using one of the proposed bindings (SOAP/HTTP, HTTP GET, FTP) for
those who are implementing Web Services model.
• Platform specific model for Java for those who are implementing Java model.
If there is any inconsistency, or discrepancy between generality and specificity, between the platform independent and
platform specific models, the platform specific model has precedence.
There are compliancy rules:
• An implementation in order to be compliant with this specification must contain LSID Resolution service, or LSID
Discovery Resolution Service, or LSID Assigning Service, or any of their combinations.
• In some places the specification allows, after giving a proper reasoning, more freedom. If an implementation follows
such hints it still remains compliant.
• Implementation of the Discovery Resolution Service is optional but if it is implemented, and if it uses DDNS/DNS for
resolution, then it must follow the rules defined in this specification.
There are other, platform-specific, compliancy rules:
• Web Services based implementation needs to provide at least one binding to be compliant.
The normative specifications of the platform specific models are expressed in the accompanied files in a document whose
number is given in Appendix A. Parts of these files may also appear in the explanatory text of this document. If they do
and if there are some differences or discrepancies the contents of the accompanied files has precedence.
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Normative References

NOTE: Needs to be completed by the FTF (or possibly eliminated).

4

Terms and Definitions

NOTE: Needs to be completed by the FTF (or possibly eliminated).

5

Symbols

List of symbols/abbreviations.
NOTE: Needs to be completed by the FTF (or possibly eliminated).

6

Additional Information

6.1

Relationship to Existing OMG Specifications

The specifications contained in this document require no changes to adopted OMG specifications.
• Gene Expression (formal/2003-02-03)
• OMG: Model Driven Architecture
• OMG: XML Interdata Interchange
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Introduction

In the life sciences there are many different types of entities that are manipulated analytically. Typically, each type of
entity has at least one "identifier" attribute that is used for identification, e.g. a GenBank accession number. The proposed
specification fills the gap where there is no universally adopted system for assigning and recognizing identifiers in the life
sciences domain. The issue is particularly important for the analysis and processing of data from high-throughput
techniques, such as DNA microarrays, protein arrays and mass spectrometry.
An example (use case):
The recently approved Gene Expression specification (formal/2003-02-03) brings standardization to microarray gene
expression experiments through the definition of the MAGE-ML XML format. One of the key design principles of
MAGE is that an identifier can reference entities, such as Arrays, ArrayDesigns, Sequences, Hybridizations, and
Compounds. This allows the pieces of a gene expression experiment to be defined in separate files or data sources, and
then cross-referenced in other files or data sources.
To fully utilize this identifier concept, there must be agreement on the syntax of the identifier, so that software can
recognize & use the constituent parts. For many identifiable entities in MAGE, there are already well-known ad-hoc
naming sources that can be used, e.g. GenBank, ATCC, NCBI Taxonomy. In an effort to address the identifier problem, a
request was made for proposals defining a set of interfaces, data structures and services which will enable the unique
naming & resolution of life sciences entities in a systematic way.
This specification hopes to address the issues described above.
A UML diagram can summarize the whole response:
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Figure 1 - A UML Diagram
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LSID Syntax

Life Science Identifiers (LSIDs) are persistent, location-independent, resource identifiers for uniquely naming
biologically significant resources including but not limited to individual genes or proteins, or data objects that encode
information about them.
LSIDs are intended to be semantically opaque, in that the LSID assigned to a resource should not be counted on to
describe the characteristics or attributes of the resource that the LSID refers to. The users of the LSIDs are permitted to
use individual components (as specified elsewhere in this document) of LSIDs - although the LSID component parts
themselves should be treated as opaque pieces of the identifier.
LSIDs are expressed as a URN namespace [1] and share the following functional capabilities of URNs [2]:
• Global scope: A LSID is a name with global scope that does not imply a location. It has the same meaning everywhere.
• Global uniqueness: The same LSID will never be assigned to two different objects.
• Persistence: It is intended that the lifetime of an LSID be permanent. That is, the LSID will be globally unique forever,
and may be used as a reference to an object well beyond the lifetime of the object it identifies or of any naming authority involved in the assignment of its name.
• Scalability: LSIDs can be assigned to any data element that might conceivably be available on the network, for hundreds of years.
• Legacy Support: The LSID naming scheme must permit the support of existing legacy naming systems, insofar as they
meet the requirements specified below.
• Extensibility: Any scheme for LSIDs must permit future extensions to the scheme.
• Independence: It is solely the responsibility of a name issuing authority to determine conditions under which it will
issue a name.
• Resolution: A URN will not impede resolution (translation to a URL).
This namespace specification is for a formal namespace.

8.1

Specification

The LSID declaration consists of the following parts, separated by double colons:
• "URN"
• "LSID"
• authority identification
• namespace identification
• object identification
• optionally: revision identification. If revision field is omitted then the trailing colon is also omitted.
The authority identification is usually an Internet domain name. In this case it is recommended that it be owned by the
organization that assigns an LSID in question. Such organization is responsible for ensuring the uniqueness of the string
created from the namespace, object and revision identifications. In the case where the authority identification string is not
Life Sciences Identifiers Adopted Specification
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an Internet domain name, the authority should take care to ensure that it is a unique string and if possible, register that
unique string with the organization that is currently the authority for the URN Namespace Identifier (NID) "lsid" (See
section 8.3).
The namespace identification is an alphanumeric sequence that constrains the scope in which the subsequent object
identification is resolved.
The object identification is an alphanumeric sequence.
The revision identification is an alphanumeric sequence. It is an optional component of the LSID.
Examples:
URN:LSID:ebi.ac.uk:SWISS-PROT.accession:P34355:3
URN:LSID:rcsb.org:PDB:1D4X:22
URN:LSID:ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:GenBank.accession:NT_001063:2
LSIDs must be assigned to at most one resource, and are never reassigned.
It is intended that the lifetime of an LSID be permanent. That is, the LSID will be globally unique forever, and may be
used as a reference to an object well beyond the lifetime of the object it identifies.
There is no requirement that a biologically significant object have only one LSID. An existence of such situations is,
however, discouraged.
An LSID usually represents a piece of data, but it is allowed to have LSIDs representing an abstract entities or concepts.
If an LSID represents real data, the LSID Resolution service (described elsewhere in this document) must resolve always
the same set of bytes representing such data. If an LSID represents an abstract entity the LSID resolution service must
always resolve an empty result.

8.1.1

Case sensitivity

Life Sciences Identifiers are case-insensitive for the first three portions of the identifier ("URN", "LSID", authority
identification). The remainder of the identifier (namespace identification, object identification, revision identification) is
case sensitive. This allows LSIDs to be more compatible with RDF URI syntax, and also provides simpler mapping onto
existing URLs, which are also case sensitive for their path and query string portions.

8.1.2

Comparing LSIDs

LSIDs are lexically equivalent if the authority, namespace, object, and revision identifications are all identical, the
authority in the case insensitive, and the rest in the case-sensitive comparison.

8
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LSID Resolution Service

The LSID Resolution service provides access to data entities identified by LSIDs. It can facilitate the retrieval of a data
entity, or it can retrieve additional data related to the data entities (described below as metadata). Note that an LSID
names one data entity only. While metadata may be associated with the data object, entity or abstract concept named by
the LSID, metadata is not the data named by the LSID for the purposes of resolution or naming.
The whole resolution process in a nutshell consists of these steps:
1.

A client holds an LSID and would like to retrieve data named by this LSID or metadata associated with the entity represented by this LSID.

2.

The client either knows about an LSID Resolution service appropriate to this LSID, or it can use LSID Resolution
Discovery service (described in the next chapter). As a result, the client knows how to call methods on a particular
LSID Resolution service.

3.

The client sends a request to the LSID resolution service using method getAvailableServices supplying the entire
LSID as a parameter. The service returns locations, protocols, and, if necessary, additional information of one or more
services for retrieving data and metadata.

4.

The client picks one or more returned services and sends them requests using their methods getData and/or getMetadata.

The full interface of the LSID Resolution service consists of the following methods:
services getAvailableServices (LSID lsid)

getAvailableServices (LSID lsid)
lsid is a string formatted as described in the "LSID Syntax chapter" above.
A fault is returned if the LSID Resolution service does not know anything about the given lsid.
The method returns a list in which each element represents a data retrieval service. It must contain a location of the
service and a protocol how to access the service. The data retrieval services implement the following methods:
bytes getData (LSID lsid)
bytes getDataByRange (LSID lsid, integer start, integer length)
Metadata_response getMetadata (LSID lsid, string[] accepted_formats)
Metadata_response getMetadataSubset (LSID lsid,
string[] accepted_formats, string selector)
The data retrieval services may implement all of the methods, or only methods for retrieving data, or only methods for
retrieving associated metadata.
The same LSID named data object must be resolved always to the same set of bytes. Therefore, all of the data retrieval
services return the same results for the same LSID. The user has, however, the choice of which one of these to utilize
depending on its location, known quality of service and other attributes.
With metadata, the situation is different. Each data retrieval service can provide different metadata for the same LSID.
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bytes getData (LSID lsid)
This method is used to return data associated with the given lsid. If a copy of the data represented by an LSID cannot be
returned for any reason, an exception should be raised.
If the given lsid represents an abstract entity (a concept), this method returns an empty array of bytes.
Note that the semantics of the returned bytes is not defined by this specification. It is either known from an external
documentation, or (preferably) it is available by reading the metadata for this particular lsid.

bytes getDataByRange (LSID lsid, integer start, integer length)
This method is used to return data associated with the given LSID in data chunks. The caller selects the size of chunks.
start indicates a starting position (in bytes, starting with zero), length gives maximal size (in bytes) of the transfer. The
end of transfer is indicated when the returned number of bytes is less than was requested.
An exception is raised if the starting position is outside of the size of the data resource. No exception is, however, raised
if the call requests data that has been already sent.

Metadata_response getMetadata (LSID lsid, string[] accepted_formats)
This method is used to return document containing the metadata associated with a particular lsid at this particular data
retrieval service. Note that this means that calling getMetadata on two different data services may yield different metadata
since each service may contain different metadata about the same lsid.
Metadata can be returned in multiple formats. The accepted_formats argument is an array of strings, each of them
contains a media type. The media type can include two types of wildcard entries:
• */*, and
• xxx/*,

where xxx is a media content type such as 'application' or 'text' as defined in the IANA media type registry [6]. The
accepted_formats list shall be evaluated in the order of its elements. The first match of requested media type to
available media type must be the format that is returned (see below structure Metadata_response). Thus if the first
entry is the wildcard */* then the remaining entries will never be considered.
At the time of writing, there are no formally standardized media types for the more popular metadata formats.
Specifically, RDF and XMI do not have media types registered with IANA. The W3C has a document [7] of the status
"Internet-draft-to-be" of a media type for RDF. XMI has had discussions about a media type but have decided that it is too
early to submit to IANA if they will at all. Therefore, this specification suggests using the following types until the
formally registered media types appear:
• x-application/rdf+xml (for metadata in RDF format)
• x-application/xmi+xml (for metadata in XMI format)

Having explicitly shown these two media types does not mean that this specification expects metadata only in these two
formats.

10
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Metadata_response {
string
Timestamp
Metadata_document

provided_format;
expiration_date;
metadata;

}
The Metadata_response data structure is returned by getMetadata method. If the data retrieval service does not have
metadata in one of the formats requested by the accepted_formats input argument, then an exception should be raised.
The provided_format is given as a media type just as the ones used for the accepted_formats input argument.
Wildcards are not allowed in the return, however. It is also not a list but a single media type specifying the type of the
metadata that is being returned.
The expiration_date specifies how long the metadata is expected to be valid. The Timestamp is a string encoded as
defined in a W3C NOTE "Date and Time Formats" [8]. This NOTE defines a profile of ISO8601 standard [9]. ISO8601
describes a large number of date/time formats and the NOTE reduces the scope and restricts the supported formats to a
small number. The profile offers a number of options from which this specification permits the following one:
YYYY-MM-DD (e.g., 2000-12-31)
The Metadata_document is (usually) a string containing the metadata itself. It is considered out of the scope of this
specification to restrict the number of formats that the metadata can be returned in. The most popular and expected
formats are, however, RDF and XMI.
This is a small example of metadata returned by getMetadata in RDF:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#">
<rdf:Description rdf:about="urn:lsid:ensembl.org:homosapiens_gene:ensg00000002016">
<pred:type xmlns:pred="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
rdf:resource="urn:lsid:ensembl.org:types:gene"/>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="urn:lsid:ensembl.org:homosapiens_gene:ensg00000002016">
<pred:storedas xmlns:pred="urn:lsid:i3c.org:predicates:"
rdf:resource="urn:lsid:ensembl.org:homosapiens_gene:ensg00000002016-fasta"/>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="urn:lsid:ensembl.org:homosapiens_gene:ensg00000002016-fasta">
<pred:format xmlns:pred="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/" rdf:resource="urn:lsid:i3c.org:formats:fasta"/>
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>

The example gives some properties of LSID "urn:lsid:ensembl.org:homosapiens_gene:ensg00000002016". Its "type" is
"gene", and it is "stored as" "fasta" format in the (another) LSID
"urn:lsid:ensembl.org:homosapiens_gene:ensg00000002016-fasta".

Metadata_response getMetadataSubset (LSID lsid, string[] accepted_formats, string selector)
This method is used to return document containing only a subset of metadata attached to the given lsid.
The method is very similar to the getMetadata method above. The semantics as to the lsid and accepted_formats
input parameters are exactly the same. Also, the response information is returned in the same data structure.
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The difference is that the third input argument, the selector, can be used to limit the amount of the metadata that is
returned. The contents of this string and how it is used to limit the metadata returned is out of the scope of this
specification. The selector string might, for example, include an XPath query string to yield only particular nodes of XML
metadata. Or the string might be an SQL query upon the metadata store.
It is important to note that getMetadataSubset is not intended to be a general query of all metadata about an LSID (the
same applies for getMetadata method). The returned metadata is only the metadata that the particular data retrieval
service knows about. Other data services may know different metadata about the same LSID.

12
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LSID Resolution Discovery Service

Depending on implementation and not being specified here, an LSID resolution services can be discovered from the LSID
that belongs to this service. But finding the service location and how to access such resolution service from the LSID may
be a tedious task for clients. The access may also differ for different LSIDs. Therefore, a special discovery service can be
used.

LSIDResolutionService[] getLSIDResolutionService (LSID lsid)
The LSID Resolution Discovery service has only one method that takes any LSID and returns a list of LSID Resolution
services that are responsible for the given LSID. The method may raise an exception if it fails to find an appropriate LSID
Resolution service for the given LSID. This may occur particularly when the authority identification field of the LSID is
less standardized (which may occur for local services known only to a limited number of clients).
It is conceivable (and may frequently prove the case) that the discovery service may be implemented using different
middleware technology to that used to implement the LSID Resolution service. In the simplest case, the discovery service
may be provided as a library in one or more languages.
Section 8.3 details an example of one such implementation using DDDS/DNS.
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LSID Assigning Service

The LSID Assigning service is responsible for creation of LSIDs for given data entities. For example, it is provided by
database storage for assigning LSIDs for submitted data entries.
This service is the only place that can deal with only parts of the LSID components. Otherwise, as stated in the "LSID
Syntax" chapter, the LSID components (such as authority, namespace and object identifier) are intended to be
semantically opaque.
The service consists of the following methods:
LSID assignLSID (String authority, String namespace, property_list)
LSID assignLSIDFromList (property_list, LSID[] list_of_suggested_ids)
String getLSIDPattern
(String authority, String namespace, property_list)
String getLSIDPatternFromList
(property_list, String[] list_of_suggested_patterns)
LSID assignLSIDForNewRevision (LSID previous_identifier)
String [ ] getAllowedPropertyNames()
String [ ] [ ] getAuthoritiesAndNamespaces()

LSID assignLSID(String authority, String namespace, property_list)
It returns a full LSID for a data entity that has the properties passed in the property_list (like an object type and the
attributes belonging to the data entity). This LSID has authority and namespace as requested by caller. Service returns null
if it cannot or does not want to name the object. property_list is an array of name/value pairs (both of type string).
An example:
assignLSID ("ebi.ac.uk", "ArrayExpress", [objectType = "Experiment",organization = "Sanger Institute"])

LSID assignLSIDFromList (property_list, LSID[] list_of_suggested_ids)
It is similar to the assignLSID, only the caller is suggesting the identifier itself. "authority" and "namespace" parts for all
suggestions should be the same. The service can return one LSID from the list, something different (but with the same
authority and namespace) or raise an exception.
An example:
assignLSIDFromList ([objectType = "Experiment",organization = Sanger Institute"],
["URN:LSID:ebi.ac.uk:ArrayExpress:SNGR-Exper-7",
"URN:LSID:ebi.ac.uk:ArrayExpress:Sanger-Exper-7"])
Both examples above could return:
"URN:LSID:ebi.ac.uk:ArrayExpress:SNGR-Exper-7".
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String getLSIDPattern(String authority, String namespace, property_list)
It returns a prefix of an LSID such that the caller can use that as a template for constructing LSIDs and it is still
guaranteed that these will be globally unique as far as the caller takes care not to reuse the same LSID twice locally.
An example:
getLSIDPattern ("ebi.ac.uk", "ArrayExpress",
[objectType = "Feature",organization = "Sanger Institute"])

String getLSIDPatternFromList (property_list, list_of_suggested_patterns)
It combines assignLSIDFromList and getLSIDPattern.
An example:
getLSIDPatternFromList ([objectType = "Feature", organization = "Sanger Institute"],
["URN:LSID:ebi.ac.uk:ArrayExpress:SNGR-Feature-",
"URN:LSID:ebi.ac.uk:ArrayExpress:Sanger-F-"])
Both examples above could return:
"URN:LSID:ebi.ac.uk:ArrayExpress:SNGR-Feature-".

LSID assignLSIDForNewRevision (LSID previous_identifier)
The caller sends in an identifier for an existing object and expects a new identifier with a different revision (for naming a
new version of some object).
An example:
assignLSIDForNewRevision ("URN:LSID:ebi.ac.uk:ArrayExpress:SNGR-Exper-7")
It could return "URN:LSID:ebi.ac.uk:ArrayExpress:SNGR-Exper-7:2".

String[] getAllowedPropertyNames()
It returns an array of names of properties that the LSID Assigning Service can use when passed in methods assignLSID,
assignLSIDFromList, and getLSIDPattern.
For example, this method could return ["objectType","organization"].

String[][] getAuthoritiesAndNamespaces()
It returns an array of pairs of Strings where the first item is the authority part that the service can assign names for, and
the second String is valid namespace in that authority.
For example, this method could return
[

["ebi.ac.uk", "ArrayExpress"],

["ebi.ac.uk", "anotherDatabase"],
["anotherInstitute", "ArrayExpress"]].

16
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Error Codes

Methods of the services described in the previous chapters may raise exceptions in order to stipulate that a fault state
occurred. This chapter lists all possible error codes that the implementation should use in such situations. The codes will
be used in the platform-specific way, as defined in the platform-specific sections later in this document. The names (in the
table below) are only explanatory and may be used in the platform-specific models in the language-specific manner.

Code

Name

Description

Error codes dealing with LSID parameter
200

MALFORMED_LSID

A syntactically invalid LSID provided.

201

UNKNOWN_LSID

An unknown LSID provided.

202

CANNOT_ASSIGN_LSID

No LSID can be created from the given properties.

Error codes dealing with data retrieval
300

NO_DATA_AVAILABLE

No data exists for the given LSID. An exception with
this code is raised when there could be data attached to
the given LSID but they are not available in the time of
the request. The exception should not be raised when
the LSID identifies an abstract concept in which case
there are never any concrete data attached to it.

301

INVALID_RANGE

The requested starting position of data range is not
valid.

Error codes dealing with metadata retrieval
400

NO_METADATA_AVAILABLE

No metadata exists for the given LSID - at the moment.
The same data retrieval service may be successful next
time. The exception should not be raised if there are no
metadata at all, at any time. In such case, the appropriate method simply returns an empty set of metadata.

401

NO_METADATA_AVAILABLE_FOR_FORMATS

No metadata exists (this time, or any time) for the
requested format. The exception cannot be raised if the
requested format includes wild-chars.

402

UNKNOWN_SELECTOR_FORMAT

The format of the metadata selector is not supported by
the service.

General error codes
500

INTERNAL_PROCESSING_ERROR
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A generic catch-all for errors not specifically mentioned
elsewhere in this list.
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501

METHOD_NOT_IMPLEMENTED

A requested method is not implemented. Note that the
method in question must exist (otherwise it may be
caught already by the underlying protocol and reported
differently) - but it has no implementation.

The implementation may extend the set of error codes in order to include implementation-specific codes. If it does so it
should use numbers above 20 in each of the groups, or any number above 700. In other words, the free codes are: 221-299,
321-399, 421-499, 521-599, 701-above).

18
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Platform Specific Models

The previous chapters define a platform independent model of services related to the Life Sciences Identifiers. The real
implementations, however, are expected to live in a more specific environment. This chapter shows two middleware
specific models, one for Java, one for Web Services. Both models were derived from the platform independent model
manually.

13.1

Java

The platform specific model for Java is expressed in a set of Java interfaces and as a class defining an exception. All the
interfaces, and all the methods and error codes in LSIDEXception are normative. The shown implementation of the
LSIDException, however, is not normative.
In all cases the LSIDException shall be raised either as a result of an exceptional condition as described in the platform
independent model, or of a Java specific exceptional condition (such as an inability to read an input stream). The
implementations are encouraged to define their own, more specific and more expressive exceptions inherited from the
LSIDException.
The package name org.omg.lsid is assumed in all definitions.

LSID Resolution Service
The basic object representing an LSID is defined by an interface LSID:
package org.omg.lsid;
public interface LSID {
String getLSID();
String getAuthority();
String getNamespace();
String getObjectId();
String getRevision();
}
The method getLSID returns the whole LSID as a string, the other methods return individual components of the same
LSID.
The interface LSIDAuthority defines how to get all data retrieval services:
package org.omg.lsid;
public interface LSIDAuthority {
LSIDResolutionService[] getAvailableServices (LSID lsid)
throws org.omg.lsid.LSIDException;
}
The only method getAvailableServices returns a list of all available data (and metadata) retrieval services. Their
functionality is expressed by an empty interface LSIDResolutionService that is further specialized by interfaces
LSIDDataService (implemented by those data retrieval services that provide data) and LSIDMetadataService
(implemented by those providing metadata).
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package org.omg.lsid;
public interface LSIDResolutionService { }
package org.omg.lsid;
import java.io.InputStream;
public interface LSIDDataService extends LSIDResolutionService {
InputStream getData (LSID lsid)
throws org.omg.lsid.LSIDException;
bytes[] getDataByRange (LSID lsid, int start, int length)
throws org.omg.lsid.LSIDException;
}
package org.omg.lsid;
public interface LSIDMetadataService extends LSIDResolutionService {
MetadataResponse getMetadata (LSID lsid, String[] acceptedFormats)
throws org.omg.lsid.LSIDException;
MetadataResponse getMetadataSubset (LSID lsid, String[] acceptedFormats,
String selector)
throws org.omg.lsid.LSIDException;
}
package org.omg.lsid;
import java.io.InputStream;import java.util.Date;public interface MetadataResponse {
String getFormat();
Date getExpirationDate();
InputStream getMetadata()
throws LSIDException;
}

LSID Resolution Discovery Service
The only method getLSIDResolutionService returns a list of the LSIDAuthority instances:
package org.omg.lsid;
public interface LSIDResolutionDiscovery {
LSIDAuthority[] getLSIDResolutionService (LSID lsid)
throws org.omg.lsid.LSIDException;
}

LSID Assigning Service
The LSID Assigning Service follows closely the platform independent model. The exceptions are raised if a method
cannot assign an LSID with the given authority and/or namespace, or if the provided properties are not sufficient.
package org.omg.lsid;
import java.util.Properties;
public interface LSIDAssigningService {
LSID assignLSID (String authority, String namespace, Properties property_list)
throws LSIDException;
LSID assignLSIDFromList (Properties property_list, LSID[] list_of_suggested_ids)
throws LSIDException;
20
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String getLSIDPattern (String authority, String namespace, Properties property_list)
throws LSIDException;
String getLSIDPatternFromList (Properties property_list, String[] list_of_suggested_patterns)
throws LSIDException;
LSID assignLSIDForNewRevision (LSID previous_identifier)
throws LSIDException;
String[] getAllowedPropertyNames();
String[][] getAuthoritiesAndNamespaces();
}

13.2

Web Services

The platform specific model for Web Services derived its architecture according to the Web Service definition as
suggested by the W3C document “Web Services Glossary” [10]:
A Web service is a software system designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a network. It has an interface described in a machine-processable format (specifically WSDL).
The WSDL definitions adapted by this specification are designed to be compliant with the WS-I Basic Profile 1.0a [11]
and the previews of upcoming Basic Profile 1.1 [12] with support for binary attachments descriptions in WSDL.
The platform specific model for Web Services is defined as a set of port types, and a set of three bindings. The bindings
express the underlying protocol used to access Web Services. The bindings are defined for:
• SOAP over HTTP
• HTTP GET
• FTP

Some bindings are not provided for all port types (but each port type has at least one binding).
The port types and bindings are defined in the following accompanied files (all of them are normative):

File name (with port type
definitions)

(File contents)

File name (with binding definitions)

LSIDAuthorityServicePortType

LSIDAuthorityServiceSOAPBindings.wsdl
LSIDAuthorityServiceHTTPBindings.wsdl

LSIDPortTypes.wsdl

LSIDDataServicePortType

LSIDDataServiceSOAPBindings.wsdl

LSIDMetadataServicePortType

LSIDDataServiceHTTPBindings.wsdl

LSIDMetadataSubsetServicePortType

LSIDDataServiceFTPBindings.wsdl

LSIDResolutionDiscoveryPortType.wsdl

LSIDResolutionDiscoveryPortType

LSIDResolutionDiscoverySOAPBinding.wsdl

LSIDAssigningPortType.wsdl

LSIDAssigningPortType

LSIDAssigningSOAPBinding.wsdl
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13.2.1 Port types
WSDL has a concept known as a “portType.” A portType is analogous to a CORBA interface or even a Java interface. It
is a set of method signatures describing the types of the input and output parameters.

LSID Resolution Service port types
Because this platform specific interface is derived from the general model described earlier all definitions are valid also
here with the following exceptions expressing the specificity of the Web Services platform:
Method getAvailableServices returns a WSDL document defining all data retrieval services including their locations.
Note that some data retrieval services may not support metadata retrieval, some may not support data retrieval, and some
may have additional methods. For that reason each data retrieval method has its own port type. That way, a data retrieval
service provider can pick and choose which methods it will implement by implementing one or more of the interfaces.
Methods getMetadata and getMetadataSubset map the input parameter accepted_formats (as defined earlier) into
a single string acceptedFormats. The string contains an ordered, comma-separated list of media types. The usage of
such arrangements (instead of an array of strings) is done purposefully to allow the methods to be mapped to other wire
formats more easily (specifically to be mapped to HTTP without SOAP).
Note that although the expiration date is expressed as an XML basic data type xsd:dateTime its profile still should be
restricted as defined earlier.

LSID Resolution Discovery Service port types
Method getLSIDResolutionService returns a list of URLs, each of them pointing to a WSDL document defining an
LSID Resolution Service, including its location.

LSID Assigning Service port types
The WSDL follow closely the platform-independent model, including the usage of more complex data types.

13.2.2 Bindings
The bindings are separated from the port types (interfaces) described above because it makes it easier for those who build
alternate bindings for the same port types using a different transport protocol (which is not part of this specification).

13.2.2.1 Bindings for the SOAP over HTTP
Several WSDL files define the binding for the SOAP over HTTP implementation. This is the only binding that is defined
for all port types.
The binding uses the "mime" WSDL binding namespace in certain places. This is to signify that the data should be sent
as part of a mime multipart encoded message. This means to make use of SOAP with attachments. The reason for this is
that it is the optimal way to transmit XML documents and binary blobs of data. This prevents problems with character
encodings which can occur when XML documents are embedded within each other. All the methods
getAvailableServices, getData, getMetadata, and getMetadataSubset return data via SOAP "attachments". This is
a preferable way – but the authors of this specification are aware that not all SOAP toolkits (for various programming
languages), at the moment of writing, fully support "attachments". In those cases, the implementations may choose to use
instead the “binary64” encoding for the returned values, and still remain compliant with this specification.
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Reporting errors
According to the SOAP specification the errors are carried in a SOAP Fault element.
The <faultstring> should minimally contain a human readable error description. Here is an example with a fault
response to getAvailableServices with an unknown LSID:
<faultstring>201 : Unknown lsid:urn:lsid:a.bad.lsid.i3c.org:bad:object</faultstring>
The <detail> should contain two elements1, an <errorcode> carrying the error code, and a <description> with the free
text. For example:
<detail>
<errorcode>201</errorcode>
<description>Unknown lsid:urn:lsid:a.bad.lsid.i3c.org:bad:object</description>
</detail>

13.2.2.2 Bindings for HTTP GET
For port types of the LSID Resolution Service, there is a binding for HTTP using GET method.

LSIDAuthorityServicePortType
This specification defines a single HTTP binding for LSIDAuthorityServicePortType. This binding uses
urlEndcoded input, which specifies that the message part lsid is supplied as an HTTP GET parameter (callers must
append this parameter to the URL). The operation in the WSDL file specifies location="/authority/" which indicates
that /authority/ must be appended (cleaning up any extra / at the join) to the location specified in the port element. For
example:
<port name="HTTPPort" binding="ahb:LSIDAuthorityHTTPBinding">
<http:address location="http://localhost:9080/" />
</port>
specifies that a WSDL can be retrieved at http://localhost:9080/authority/?lsid=<somelsid>

LSIDDataServicePortType
This specification defines both urlEncoded binding and a direct binding for retrieving data. Each of these bindings
contains both getData and getDataByRange. The caller indicates which method it is calling by including or omitting
range parameters. For the case of the direct binding, getDataByRange cannot be supported for obvious reasons.
However, this binding is included in order to remain compliant with the port type.
For example:
<port name="HTTPData" binding="dhb:LSIDDataHTTPBinding">
<http:address location="http://localhost:9080/authority/data"/>
</port>

1. While the SOAP specification asks for an additional and fully qualified element that would include both <errorcode> and <description>,
the WS-I specification does not. The WS-I is used here as a main reference in order to remove such ambiguities.
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indicates that method getDataByRange may be called at http://localhost:9080/authority/
data?lsid=<somelsid>&start=<startind>&length=<length>
whereas
<port name="HTTPData" binding="dhb:LSIDDataHTTPBindingDirect">
<http:address location="http://localhost:9080/authority/data/protein_234542.fasta"/>
</port>
indicates that only method getData may be called at http://localhost:9080/authority/data/protein_234542.fasta

LSIDMetadataServicePortType
This specification defines two bindings for retrieving metadata. The first LSIDMetadataHTTPBinding is similar to
LSIDAuthorityHTTPBinding in that it uses urlEncoded for the parameters, however, the metadata binding does not
specify any path information. For example:
<port name="HTTPMetadata" binding="dhb:LSIDMetadataHTTPBinding">
<http:address location="http://localhost:9080/authority/metadata"/>
</port>
specifies that metadata can be retrieved at http://localhost:9080/authority/
metadata?lsid=<somelsid>&acceptedFormats=application/xml%2Brdf
(note that %2B is the hex escape code for '+').
The second binding, LSIDMetadataHTTPBindingDirect, defines no urlEncoded attribute. Callers must retrieve
metadata at the exact URL specifed in the location in the port.
The first binding that uses GET parameters is designed for services that want to use HTTP as a proxy to a database or
another service. The second is designed for services that already have the data for LSIDs available at existing URLs.
In the case of both HTTP bindings, the format of the metadata and the expiration date of the returned metadata is
contained in standard HTTP headers Content-Type and Expires. Note that usage of these headers cannot be currently
expressed in WSDL. Thus this is not explicitly stated in the bindings but those headers must be interpreted as such.

Reporting errors
For the HTTP bindings, the errors are reported analogously to usual error responses over HTTP. The error code is carried
by a specific HTTP header LSID-Error-Code, and the error description is in the response body. For example:
HTTP/1.1 500 Internal Server Error
Server: WebSphere Application Server/5.0
LSID-Error-Code: 201
Content-Language: en-US
LSID Unknown: urn:lsid:a.bad.lsid:bad:object

13.2.2.3

Bindings for FTP

Many public Life Sciences data sources already provide their data via File Transfer Protocol. As such, this specification
provides standard FTP bindings for data and metadata services. Unfortunately, no standard WSDL port or binding formats
exists for FTP so this specification has to invent its own.
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Unlike SOAP and HTTP, FTP was not designed as a protocol on which to map arbitrary method calls. Nevertheless, this
specification designs port and binding as much as possible in the spirit of existing WSDL constructs for other protocols.
There are two bindings implementing LSIDDataServicePortType and LSIDMetadataPortType respectively.
The input message parts are not mentioned in these bindings because FTP does not provide any constructs on which to
bootstrap these parts. The data output parts are assigned to the output of the FTP operation (i.e., the bytes returned).
The ports that use these bindings specify the server and file path at which to fetch the bytes.
For example:
<service name="LSIDService">
<port name="ftpPort1" binding="dfb:LSIDDataFTPBinding">
<ftp:location filepath="/pub/lsid/245gs.mmcif" server="lsid.org"/>
</port>
<port name="ftpPort2" binding="dfb:LSIDMetadataFTPBinding">
<ftp:location filepath="/pub/lsid/245gs.rdf" server="lsid.org"/>
</port>
</service>
tells the caller to fetch data at ftp://lsid.org/pub/lsid/245gs.mmcif and metadata at ftp://lsid.org/pub/lsid/
245gs.mmcif.rdf.
There is no specific operation for GetDataByRange. However, the motivation for GetDataByRange was to enable
clients to receive data in a chunked fashion. This goal is sufficiently achieved by any FTP client or FTP API that can
handle a URL.
The metadata output format can be deduced by convention from the file name but the exact mapping is out of the scope
of this specification. There is no equivalent for the metadata expiration time.
There is also nothing defined regarding error reporting.

13.3

Discovering an LSID Resolution Service using DDDS/DNS

This protocol-specific section consists of a set of rules allowing an interoperable method of discovering a Life Science
Identifier Resolution Service from a given Life Science Identifier. It is a platform-specific representation of the Life
Science Identifier Discovery Resolution Service described earlier.
As the whole Life Science Identifier Discovery Resolution Service is optional, it is not mandatory to implement and use
the rules described in this chapter. However, if an implementation chooses to discover an LSID Resolution Service using
DDNS/DNS, then it must rigorously implement the rules described here in order to remain compliant with this
specification.
Before resolution can be performed on any Life Science Identifier, the authority service that has knowledge of where that
particular Life Science Identifier can be authoritatively resolved, must first be discovered. The IETF Request For
Comments (RFC) archive [13] details a number of standards that were drafted for this purpose. In particular, a mapping
of the “Dynamic Delegation Discovery System” (DDDS [14]) to the existing Domain Name System (DNS [15]) is used to
provide the discovery service for LSID Resolution Services. DNS Service records also known as SRV [16] records are
used to provide the final explicit networked location of the appropriate service.
The advantage of the DDDS scheme is that at least two and potentially more separate directory registries may eventually
be used to store the lists of unique authorities for all Life Science Identifiers. In the first instance the authority portion of
a Life Science Identifier can be a unique string registered with the holder of the Life Science Identifier URN namespace
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identifier (NID). As described earlier in this document, the Life Science Identifier NID is the string “lsid.” For example
the holding organization for NID “lsid” might be the lsidauthority.org. If the authority string is not found in the registry
maintained by the lsidauthority.org, or if this registry is not found, the general public DNS registries should instead be
consulted to determine if the string is a properly registered domain name. In either case the mechanism will provide an IP
address and TCP/IP port for the networked whereabouts of the correct authority service for any Life Science Identifier
that can be contacted to continue the resolution process.
This mechanism will allow organizations wishing to establish themselves as an authority for data named by a Life Science
Identifier to choose to either add a single line text record to their own DNS server, similar to adding a host entry using
their existing domain name, or to externally register their unique authority string with the central owner of the Life
Science Identifier namespace. DNS server software is widely available and over the years has proven exceptionally stable
and scalable. The DNS is by far the largest; most heavily trafficked, and most widely distributed registry system ever
deployed.
Assuming that a NAPTR DNS [17] record for the Life Science Identifier URN NID “lsid” is established at IANA
(urn.arpa) by lsidauthority.org the following method should be used for determining the TCP/IP address and port of the
service capable of further resolving a particular Life Science Identifier.
The client application software should implement the Resolver Discovery Service (RDS) [18] algorithm described in the
IETF RFC 3402 [20] such a manner that it can perform the steps described in IETF RFC 3403 Section 6.12 [21] by
implementing the capability to handle DNS NAPTR records. The client application software’s First Well Known Rule is
to extract the characters between the first and second colon of a given Life Science Identifier. For the Life Science
Identifier URN, application of this rule results in the string 'lsid'. The client application also specifies that, in order to
build a Database-valid Key, the string 'urn.arpa' should be appended to the result of the First Well Known Rule. The
resulting string is 'lsid.urn.arpa'.
Next, the client queries the DNS for NAPTR records for the domain-name 'lsid.urn.arpa'. The result is a single record:
;;

Order

pref

flags

service

regexp

replacement

IN NAPTR

100

10

“”

“”

“”

lsid.lsidauthority.org

The DNS server that serves domain names for lsidauthority.org will carry an entry for a host named lsid.lsidauthority.org.
This may either be a CNAME to itself or another DNS server. The DNS server acting as lsid.lsidauthority.org will contain
the following NAPTR records:
;;

order

pref

flags

service

regexp

replacement

IN NAPTR

100

10

“s”

“lsid”

"!^urn:lsid:([^:]+):!\1.lsid.lsidauthority.org.!i"

.

IN NAPTR

200

20

“s”

“lsid”

"!^urn:lsid:([^:]+):!\1!i"

.

These records will be widely cached by the DNS system in the normal manner for efficiency. The client application then
evaluates these rules in the order and manner defined by the algorithm described in the IETF’s RFC 3402. Since two
replacement regular expression substitution rules are likely to be returned and both are terminal or “stop” rules, meaning
that after they are applied, the normal DDDS process comes to an end and the remainder of the URN resolution protocol
is as defined by the protocol associated with the LSID NID, described earlier in this document. The two rules are likely
to be:
a."!^urn:lsid:([^:]+):!\1.lsid.lsidauthority.org.!i"
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b."!^urn:lsid:([^:]+):!\1!i"
Processing these two rules will result in the following steps.
The first rule (a) applied to the entire Life Science Identifier URN string creates a DNS query key of
<AuthorityID>.lsid.lsidauthority.org. The client application will query DNS for this hostname. In the
case where a unique <AuthorityID> string has been registered with the lsidauthority.org, this query will find a match,
and the DNS server at the lsidauthority.org will return the CNAME PTR [22] hostname record to the client for the DNS
server where the appropriate SRV record will be found. The returned hostname will be the DNS server name of the
issuing authority and the next step in the resolution process.
In the case that there is no match to the first DNS query, the second rule (b) is always applied to the entire Life Science
Identifier URN string. The second rule allows the client application to default to using the public DNS directories for
discovering the whereabouts of the service for that <AuthorityID>. This regular expression results in the
<AuthorityID> portion of the Life Science Identifier URN string being set as next host name to query against DNS.
This hostname will be the DNS server name of the Life Science Identifier issuing authority and the next step in the
resolution process.
In the fallback case, where the client application is unable to use the DNS to resolve the string “lsid.urn.arpa” or is unable
to contact or receives a “not found” error from any DNS server referred to by a rule contained in an NAPTR DNS, the
second rule (b) should be applied by default. A copy of this rule should always be included in the client application
software to provide for the failure of the RDS entirely. The returned hostname will be the DNS server name of the issuing
authority and the next step in the resolution process.
The client software now possess the knowledge of which DNS server it should act against when it queries for the DNS
SRV records to determine the hostname and TCP/IP service port for that Life Science Identifier authority. The IETF’s
RFC 2782 [23] defines DNS SRV records and how they are queried. Using the method described, the “_lsid._tcp” service
is discovered. Below is an example of the SRV record in the authority’s DNS server which indicates that host
lsidresolver.foo.com has a resolution service running on TCP/IP port 8080:
_lsid._tcp

SRV 1 0 8080 lsidresolver.foo.com.

Example:
In the Life Science Identifier URN urn:lsid:foo.com:namespaceid:objectid:revision, foo.com is the <AuthorityID>.
In the case where no unique string has been registered, the first rule (a) will require querying of DNS for
foo.com.lsid.lsidauthority.org and this query will fail since no match will be found in the lsidauthority.org DNS for this
hostname. If the first rule fails, the second rule (b) is applied requiring the client software to use the
<AuthorityID>. foo.com as its next DNS query. This query will succeed, provided foo.com is actually an Life Science
Identifier issuing authority, and the client application will be provided with the hostname of the DNS server that has the
appropriate SRV record pointing to the resolution service acting for foo.com. This would usually be the DNS server for
foo.com.
In the case where a unique authority string has been registered with the lsidauthority.org and where the hostname created
by the application of rule (a) on the entire Life Science Identifier string is found, a CNAME PTR hostname record is
returned. This hostname will be the DNS server with a record pointing to the correct resolution service.
For example: In the Life Science Identifier URN urn:lsid:foo.com:namespaceid:objectid:revision,
foo.com is the <AuthorityID>. However foo.com transferred the part of its business that issued this Life Science
Identifier URN to another organization bar.org, but continued on to trade and control DNS under the name foo.com for email
and web access. In this case bar.org would apply to the administrator of the lsidauthority.org DNS server to have an entry
added for hostname foo.com.lsid.lsidauthority.org which would return a CNAME to the bar.org DNS server if queried. Of
course, <AuthorityID> strings need bear no resemblance to a DNS domain name in order for the RDS to function.
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A

Accompanied Files

This part of the specification is a set of the accompanied files. You will find these files at this URL:
http://www.omg.org/cgi-bin/doc?dtc/04-05-02
Some of these files are normative and some of them contain examples and convenient images. If there is a discrepancy
between the contents of the normative files and this document, then the files take precedence.
This is the list of the accompanied files (the normative files are in bold font):
• LSID.mdl - a Rational Rose file with a diagram of the platform independent model,
• LSID-XMI-<version>.xml - an XMI representation of the same model.
• LSID*.wsdl - files containing WSDL for the platform specific model for Web services using various bindings (SOAP

over HTTP, HTTP, FTP).
• SampleLSID*.wsdl - a set of full WSDL definitions (the same as in the previous set of files) but with a non-existing

service locations.
• org/omg/lsid/*.java - a set of Java interfaces for the platform specific Java model.
• LSID.[jpg,png] - diagrams exported from LSID.mdl providing better resolution than the same image included in this

document.
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